Fall 2023 TTU Harp USO audition

Graduate Students Requirements:
1. 2 minutes from a harp solo (concerto, showpiece, etc.), must be memorized
2. All excerpts listed below

Undergraduate Performance Majors:
1. 2 minutes from a harp solo (concerto, showpiece, etc.), must be memorized
2. 3 Excerpts of your choice from the list below

Undergraduate Education Majors/B.A. Majors:
1. 2 minutes from a harp solo (no memory requirement)
2. Excerpt 1 (Berlioz beginning-1 after box 23), and 1 Excerpt of your choice from the list below

Non-Majors:
1. 2 minutes from a harp solo (no memory requirement)
2. 1 Excerpt of your choice from the list below

Berlioz is planned for the September 2023 concert, so be prepared!

Excerpt 1: Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique mvmt. 2: beginning – one after 23 (Sarah Bullen edition included)
-tempo dotted quarter = 58
-count measures of rest until 21, but skip the measures of rest between 22 and 23
Excerpt 2: Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique mvmt. 2: 12 before 29 - 4 after 29

tempo dotted quarter = 58
Excerpt 3: Bartok Concerto for Orchestra, mvmt. IV Intermezzo, m. 42-58 (Sarah Bullen edition included)
- tempo eighth note=184
- Count carefully!